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Absrrucr-One way to broadcast a popular video is to let multiple users
share fewer channels. The stress on channel demand can be alleviated with.
out sacrificing viewers’ waiting time. One such scheme that interests us is
the Fast Broadcasting (FE) scheme [SI,[U], which can broadcast a pop
ular video using k channels without keeping new-coming viewers wailing
for more than O( D / 2 k )time, where D is the lengfb of the video. In this
paper, we propose two enhaucements to the FB scheme. First, s h e the
level of demand on a video may change by time, we show how to dynamicnlly change the number of channels assigned to the video and seamlessly
perform this transition. Clients currently viewing this video will not experience any disruptica during the transition. Second,given a set of channels
and a set of popular videos, we propose a scheme to assign these channels
to the videos such that the average viewers’ wait& time is “aL From
the system manager’s point of view, these enhancements will make the FB
srheme more attractive.
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I. INTRODUCTION
With the advancement of broadband networking technology
and the growth of processor speed and disk capacity, VOD
(video-on-demand) services have become possible [121, [141.
Offering such services is likely to be popular at local residential
areas, and viable in metropolitan areas in the near future,
A VOD system is typically implementedby a client-server arc hitecture supported by certain transport networks such as telecom, CATV, or satellite networks [3], 171, [lS]. Depending on
how channeh are utilized, the system can be classified as inferactive [6], [13] or broadcasting [2], [5]. An interactive system
serves each client with a dedicated channel and emulates the
VCR functions (e.g., forward, rewind, pause, search, etc.). Apparently, such systems could easily run out of channels because
the growth in the number of channels can never keep up with the
growth in the number of clients. On the contrary, to relieve the
stress on channel demand, a broadcasting system tries to serve
multiple clients with less channels shared by the clients. Such
an approach is more appropriate for popular or hot videos that
may interest many viewers at a certain period of time. Due to its
sharing nature, some VCR functions may be sacrificed. However, efforts should be made to provide a near-VOD quality of
service.
This work is supponed by the National Science Council of the Republic of
a h a under Grant # NSC89-2213-E-008-023 and #NSC89-2213-E-OO8-025.
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In this paper, we consider the broadcasting approach. One
important issue in such a system is the data scheduling problem, which refers to how a video server manges video data on a
given bandwidth and how a client grabs the data streams to play
the required video. Considerations in this problem include how
to reduce a new-coming viewer’s waiting time before he/she can
start the service, and how to reduce the buffering space requirement at the client side.
To reduce the new-coming viewers’ waiting time, reference
141 proposes a periodic broadcasting approach, which can decrease the maximum waiting time linearly with respect to the
number of channels assigned to a video. In [l], [16], a scheme
called pyramid is proposed, which can reduce the maximum
waiting time in an exponential ratio with respect to the number of channels used. However, this requires buffering portions
of the video on the client side. In [8], [ll]. a scheme called
Fast Broadcasting (FB) is proposed, which can further reduce
the waiting time and the buffering requirements. In [9]. [lo], a
broadcasting scheme derived based on the concept of harmonic
series is proposed; the scheme allows the bandwidth assigned to
a video not equal to a multiple of the bandwidth of one channel.
The above schemes are all aimed at reducing the waiting time
given afixed bandwidth for one video. In this paper, we ObSeNe
two deficiencies associated with these schemes. First, the level
of demand on a video will be changed by many factors (such
a$ day of a week, time of a day, or social events). The bandwidth received by a video should, to a certain degree, reflect the
“level of hotness” of the video. None of the above reviewed
schemes can adapt to this change. It will be desirable to dynamically adjust the bandwidth assigned to a video on-the-fly in a
seamless manner. Second, from a system manager’s viewpoint,
given some bandwidth and a set of popular videos, it is not clear
how much bandwidth should be assigned to each video to make
the most benefit from the broadcasting service. This is not addressed in existing work either.
This paper is motivated by the above observations. In this paper. we choose the FB scheme 181, [l l ] as our target and propose
two enhancement$ to it. Firsf we design a channel transition
scheme on top of the FE3 scheme, so that the number of channels assigned to a video can be adjusted on-the-fly d e s s l y ,
in the sense that while the video is undergoing some change on
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the number of channels used, the clients currently viewing this
video will not experience any disruption. Second, we propose
a greedy scheme to assign a set of channels to a set of videos,
given the reqmst arrival rates of these videos. The goal is to reduce the average waiting time incurredon all clients to start their
video services. Our scheme guarantees the average waiting time
to be minimal. These enhancements will certainly make the FB
scheme more amactive.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 11,
we give some background of the FB scheme and then formally
define the problem to be solved in this paper. Our two enhancements to the FB scheme are presented in Section 111 and Section IV, respectively. Conclusions are drawn in Section V.
11. BACKGROUNDS
AND MOTIVATIONS
A. Review of the FB Scheme

Below, we review the FB scheme proposed by [8], [ 111. Consider a video V of length D with consumption rate b. (For instance, V could be a high-quality MPEG-U-compressedNTSC
10
video of length D = 120 minutes to be played at rate b
Mbps.) Since it is assumed that V is a popular video, providing each client a dedicated channel to view V is infeasible.
To solve this problem, the FB scheme assumes that k chanCl,.
. . ,Ck-1. each of bandwidth b, are assigned to
nels, CO,
V. These channels will work together to broadcast V with
some special arrangement. The major goal is to reduce the newcoming viewers’ waiting time before it can start the service of
V.
The video server should use the following rules to broadcast
V:
I) Partition V evenly into N data segments, SI,
5’2,. . . ,SN.
where N = 2k-1. Thatis, theconcatenationS1oS2o...oSN=
V (we use o as the concatenation operator). The length of each
segment is 6 = D / N = D/(zk - 1).
2) Divide each channel Ci, i = 0,...,k - 1, into
time slots of length 6. On Ci, broadcast data segments
S-zi,&+I,.
.. ,S,i+1-1 periodically and in that order. Note that
the first segment S2i of each Ci, i = 0,.. .,IC - 1, should be
aligned in the same time slot.
An example is shown in Fig. 1. Channel CObroadcasts the first
periodically,C1 broadcasts the next two segments,
segment, SI,
Sz, and S3, periodically,C2broadcasts the next four segments,
Sa,Ss, se, and S7, periodically, etc. Note that none of these
channelsbroadcasts the complete video V.
To view V, a client should monitor and receive data from all
k chmnels according to the following rules.
I) To start the service, wait until the beginning of any new
time slot.
.?) Concurrently from each channel Ci, i = 0,. . . ,k - 1,
download 2’ consecutive data segments starting from the first
time slot.
3) Right at the moment when step 2 begins, start to consume
the video 0 s2 0 .-0 SN.
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Let’s use an example to show how the FB scheme works. In
Fig. 1, suppose the video server allocates k = 4 channels to V.
So V will be partitioned evenly into N = 24 - 1= 15 segments.
For a client starting at time to in Fig. 1, in the first time slot,
it will receive segments SI,S2, S,, S8 from CO,
Cl, C2,C3,respectively. During the first time slot, segment Si will be consumed, and the other premature segments Sz,Sq,S8 will be
buffered at the client’s local storage for future use. In the second slot, the client will consume segment SZfrom its local storage. At the same time, segments S3,S5,S9 from CI,
C2,C3.
respectively, will be buffered. In the third time slot, the client
will consume the S3 from its local storage, and simultaneously
buffer S6 and Slo from Cz and C3, respectively. This will be
repeated until the client has received Z3 = 8 data segments from
C3. At la$t, the client will finish watching the video at time
to + N6 = to + 156. The reader should be able to derive similar
results easily for viewers starting from any other time slot.

In summary, the FB scheme allows a client to start at the beginning of any time slot by ensuring that whenever a segment
is needed to be consumed, either it has been buffered previously or it is being broadcast just-in-time on one of the channels. We briefly outline the proof as follows. Suppose that a
client begins to download SIat time t . Consider the 2’ segments S2i ,S2i+1,. . .,S2i+1-1,which are periodicallybroadcast
on Ci, i = 0,.. . ,k - 1. These segments will be downloaded
by the client from Ci in the time interval [t,t 2’4. However,
these segments will be viewed by the client in the time interval
[t+ (2i - l)S, t + (2’+’ - l)6]. There is only one slot of overlapping, i.e., [t+ (Zi - l)S, t ZiS], between the above two time
intervals. In this time slot, S2i is the segment to be played. It can
be easily observed that S2i either has appeared on Ci previously,
or is currently being broadcast on Ci in time. This concludes the
proof.

+

+

What the FB scheme achieves is to shorten viewers’ maximum waiting time. A client has to wait no more than 6 time to
start viewing the video. The average waiting time is 6/2. Since
6 = D/(2L- 1). a small increase in the number of channels can
reduce the maximum waiting time significantly. For instance,
given a 120-minutevideo, with 5 channels, a viewer has to wait
no more than 120/(2b 1) < 4 minutes to start the service,
and with 6 channels, the maximal waiting time further reduces
to 1 2 0 / ( 2 ~- I) < 2 minutes.

-

What the client has to pay for is the extra buffer space for
those premature segments. This will depend on the time slot
when a client begins its service. The maximum buffer requirement is less than half of the video size, Db/2 [8]. In some caws,
it is possible for a client to play the video without buffering if it
is willing to wait longer. To see this, consider Fig. 1. A client
starting at time tl does not need to buffer any segment because
it can continuously receive every required segment (the darker
segments in the figure) just-in-time from one of the channels.
However, this happens only once every 2k-’ time slots.
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Fig. 1. Data scheduling of the Fast Broadcasting (FB)scheme.

problem as follows. Suppose that the system has totally K
channels to support m popular videos VI,VZ,. . ,V, of lengths
We observe two deficiencies associated with the FB scheme. D1, D 2 , . ...D,, respectively. Let Xi be the request arrival rate
First, the FB scheme only considers the data scheduling of a of X , i = 1,...,m. Also, let ki be the number of channels
video given ajixed number of channels. Since the level of de- aqsigned to V+ According to the FB scheme, the average waitmand on the video may change by time, it is desirable that the ing time for V;. is Di/(2 (2k3- 1)).Considering all videos,
channel assignment can adapt to such changes. We call it chan- our goal should be to minimize the average waiting time of all
nel transition when the video is undergoing some change on clients, i.e.,
the number of channels used. One trivial solution is to allocate a new set of channels for the new configuration to serve
newcoming users, while keeping the existing set of channels
unchanged to serve existing users. The existing set of channels can be released after all existing users have received their subject to
required video sepents. Apparently, this wastes the communim
cation bandwidth. More seriously, it requires some spare chanki 5 K, such that ki 2 a,
nels to perform the transition. In extreme cases, the following
i=l
deadlock scenario may occur: when the server has run out of
channels, the system may not be able to perform any transition where a is a small integer indicating the minimum number of
because there are no enough spare channels to do so,unless the channels to be assigned to each video. Since our basic assumpserver stops the service of some videos to vacate some channels, tion is that all videos are highly-demanded videos, a reasonable
value is a 2 3 or 4 (but our scheme will work with any fixed
which is very undesirable.
It is desirable that we can dynamically adjust the number of a). For instance, for a typical 120-minute video, a = 3 gives
channelsassigned to a video on-the-fly. The transition should be an average waiting time of 120/(2. (23 1)) M 8.57 minutes,
seamless, in the sense that during the transition period, clients and a = 4 an average waiting time of 120/(2 (Z4 1)) = 4
curently viewing the video will not experience any disruption. minutes. One obvious simplification is to change the constraint
= K,since it is always beneficial if we can increase
hi the meanwhile, new clients may keep on coming, and their to
the number of channels assigned to a video.
service can be started right away.
Second, the FB scheme considers only one video at a time.
SCHEME
111. CHANNEL TRANSITION
FOR THE
From a system manager’s viewpoint, given a set of popular
In this section. we will show how to modify the FB scheme
videos each with a certain level of demand, it is not clear how
many channels should be assigned to each video to make the to make seamless channel transition possible. We consider one
most benefit from the broadcasting service. We formulate this video V of length D. First, V will be padded with some dummy

B. Problems with the FB Scheme

-

-
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video stream at its end before being broadcast (Section III-A).
Then, we will establish the relationship of channel contents at
different channel assignments. In particular, we will identify a
special case that will lead to a "good" relationship (Section IIIB). Based on the relationship, we will show how to seamlessly
change the number of channels assigned to a video (Section III-
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Recall the original FB scheme. Given, for instance, 3 and
4 channels to V, the length of each segment will be D/7 and
D/15, respectively. Since the denominators are mutually prime,
there is no clear correspondence relationship between the segments obtained from these two channel assignments. This is
similar for most other assignments. Below, we will perform
some padding on V to resolve this problem.
Recall that there is a minimum requirement that V has at least
a channels. At the end of V, a dummy video stream Vdummy of
length
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Fig. 2. The increase in average waiting time after data padding for a 1"inute
video using k channels.

Recall that in the original FB scheme, the length of each time
slot is 6 = D/(2k - 1). After the above padding, the length of
each time slot is increased by

is padded. Now let

- 24* (2k - 1) . D .
- (2a - 1)2 k 21"

24
D' = IV 0 Vdummyl= -' D.
2" - 1

The average waiting time will be increased by (6'- 6)/2. Fortunately, this value quickly converges to 0 as k increases. For
instance, if a = 2, for a 120-minutevideo, the average waiting
time is increased by 1.43 minutes when k = 3, by 1.00 minute
when k = 4. and by 0.56 minute when k = 5. This increase is
insignificant. If a is larger, the increase is much less. In Fig. 2,
we show the increase of the average waiting time at various values of a and k for a 120-minute video.
After the padding, one important property is-that we can easily establish the relationship of segments associated with different channel assignments. To formulate the relationship, let's denote by Sf,Si,.. .,Sk the N segments of V' when k channels
are used. For instance, assuming a = 2, we show the segments
of V' at different values of k in fig. 3. A segment at a smaller
k is always equal to the concatenation of some segments at a
larger k (e.g., S; = S; o S: = St o St o Si o Si). Such a
property is crucial to our yet-to-be-presentedchannel transition
scheme. However, no such relationship canbe established in the
original FB scheme. The reason is simple: the FB scheme partitions V into 2k 1 segments, whereas ours partitions V' into
21"segments.
Lemma 1: Let p and q be two integers, p > q 2 a. For any
On the client side, it performs exactly the same action as the i, 1 5 i 5 24, we have
original FB scheme. But now the Video content is SIo SZo .o
S N - ~ which
.
contains a complete version of V. Note that the
last 2k-Q - 1 segments contain dummy videos. One possible
application of these dummy segments is to play advertisements
where r = 2P-4.
or previews of popular videos.

Suppose that k channels CO,
C l , . ..,c k - 1 are assigned to V
(k 2 a).We modify the rules used by the video server as follows.
I. Partition V' evenly into N data segments, SI,
S,, ...,S N ,
where N = 2k, i.e.. SI o S2 o
o SN = V'. Denote by
6' = D'/N = D'/2k the length of each segment.
2. Divide each channel Cj, i = 0,...,k - 1, into time slots
of length 6'. On Cj.the video server broadcasts data segments
S2i,
...,S2i+1-1 periodically and in that order. Note that
the first segment S2i of each Cj, i = 0,...,k - 1, should be
alignedto the same time slot.
Note that in step 1, the definition of N is slightly different from
that in the original FB scheme (which assigns N = 2k - 1).
Step 2 looks exactly the same as the original FB scheme, but
now we are broadcasting V' instead of V. One subtlety here is
that the last segment SN is never broadcast on any of the channels. However, this does not matter because SN always contains
dummy data:

-.-

-

-
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shifted by 2&-O - 1 = 1 slot, and when k = 4, the video is
shifted by 2k--u- 1 = 3 slots. To summarize, let's compare
Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 40). Before the shifting, the starting time of
Si,Si},
the first segment in each channel (Le., {S;, S:}, (513,
and {Sf,
524,Si,Ss,"}, is aligned (at time 0). While, after the
shifting, the ending rime of these segments are aligned (at time
tl).
Fig. 3. The relationship of segments when k (= 2, 3, 4) channels are assigned
Observe that for each individual Ok,all the channel contents
to a video v.It IS assumed tha 0 = 2,so (VdummyI = D / 3 .
{Ut,U!,. . .,
} are shifted by the same amount of time.
Since our scheme allows a new user to start at the beginning of
any time slot, each individual 0' still describes how to broadB. Relationship of Channel Contents
cast video V' to its viewers when k channels are used. The most
In this section, we will first model the channel contents given important effect we want from the shifting is a corresponding
a certain number of channels to a popular video. Then we will relationship between two channel configurations
U k and Uk+l,
raise a special case which reveals some nice properties that can which is derived in the following.
facilitate channel transition.
For each U:, time is slotted by length of D'/2k. Let's denote
We will still use the video V, and the same notations in Sec- by U,"lj] the video content of U; at the j-th time slot. Note
tion III-A (such as V', D',k, St.CO,
4,..,c k - l ) , in our that here we will count j starting from 0, i.e., V$[O]is the video
discussion. For ease of presentation, we assume that the system content at the first time slot, U: [l]that at the second time slot,
starts at time 0. The content of a channel can be regarded as an etc. The following lemma derives the content of U,"b]for an
infinite video stream with respect to the time axis starting from arbitrary j.
time 0. Supposing that 9 represent$ a channel content, we will
Lemma 2: For any j 2 0, we have
denote by 9(t)the content of JE at time point t. To denote the
special case that no content (or no meaningful content) is broad'ib1 =
2h-n-l))m~d2d)+2d'
Pmofi We show how-&e subscript of S is derived. The
cast at time t , we will write 9(t)= 0. Also. the video content
"2k-a - 1" is for the shifting effect. The "mod Zd" is beof 9 in time interval [tl,t2] will be written as \E(tl, $2).
Definition I : Given an integer k and an integer d such that cause the channel has a cycle length of 2d slots. The final part of "+2d" is for the offset (U: contains segments
k 2 a and 0 5 d < k,we define the infinite video srream

.

'C"cf

s t d ,s t d + l ,

T j =C'&e(Std

OS:d+1

s,"+2

>

-.

Theorem 1: For any j, we have

o'..OS~d+~-l),

u;+'[2j]0 U;+;[2j + 11
if j - (2t-a - 1) mod 2d = 0
U,"b] = U;:; [2j]
0 U
:+; [2j f 11
if j - (2t-a - 1)mod 2d # 0
Pmofi By Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, we have

where cyde(s) means an infinite repetition of the given video
sveam s (i.e., cyde(8) = s o s o s o . -).Also, define T k to be
a set of k video streams such that

-

Pk = {Tj,d= O..k 1).
Intuitively, Tj is the video content broadcast on channel c d
by our modified FB scheme, and p k is the collection of video
contents broadcast on channek CO,Cl,. .. ,c k - 1 . Next, we
will change the channel content Tj by performing a shift operation.
Definition 2: Given an integer k and an integer d such that
k 2 a and 0 5 d < k,we define the infinite video stream

k
b1 = S((j-(2'-n-l))m0d2d)+2d
- sk+1
2(((j-(2h-n - l ) ) m 0 d 2 ~ ) + 2 ~ ) - 1

s~~~j-(2h-a-l))mod2d)+Zd)

- k+l
- s((2j-2b+1-n
O

U: =cycle(8ha'ft(2k-a-1,S2kd

os.$+l

+2) modZd+')+Zd+l-l

S~~-2h+l-~+2)mod2d+1)+2d+l*

o...os~d+l-l)),

Note tha the last equivalence is from the property of modular
arithmetic. First, we prove the case of j - (2k--a- 1) mod 2d =
where shift(& 510820. ..) is a function which cyclically rotates
0. This simplifiesQ. (3) to
t_heparameters, s 1 , s 2 , . . . , to the right by a' times. Also,define
U k to be a set of k video streams such that
U,"L] =st&: 0
(4)

s;&:.

By Lemma 2, we can derive that

Ok = {u,",u:,...,U,"-,}.
Intuitively, U: is obtained from T$ by cyclically shifting the
latter's video segmentsto the right by 2"-" - 1 time slots. Fig. 4
illustrates the relationship between T
: and U: when a = 2 and
k = 2,3,4. When k = 2, we have Ti = U; since there is no
shift being taken (2k-a - 1 = 0). When k = 3, the video is
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fik are not shown SO as to

Corollary 1: At any point of time t, the relation holds:

and that

For any d, 0 5 d < k. the video content U t ( t ) can be found in
either U:+' (t) or :
U (t).
For instance,_inFig. 4(b), in time interval [ t l ,t 2 ] ,segments

So this case has been proved.
S: and S$ of U 2 can be found in S,: Si,Sz,and S: of Us,
For the case of j - (2k-a - 1)mod 2d # 0, we derive from which in turn can be found in St, Si,Si,S
,: Si, S&, S& ,and
J2q. (3) that
sf2of 0 4 (by Lemma 1, $ = S$ o S: = sfo S; o S: o S:
and Si = S: o S i = S$ o S$, o Sf1o S&). Similarly, the

The parameter on the left-hand side of o is so written because the
"mod" operation will result in a non-zero value, making possible to move a value of 1 outside the "mod" operator. Then by
Lemma 2 this becomes U,k,+,l[2j].The parameter on the righthand side of o is obtained from trivial arithmetic. It then can be
translated by Lemma 2 to :
U [2j 11. So this completes the
proof.
0

+

Intuitively,the above theorem states that the content of U: at
the j-th time slot is the concatenation of some contents of U:+'
and U,k,+,lat the 2j-th and (2j 1)-th time slots. Note that the
length of a time slot in the former equals exactly two times that
of the latter. In fact, thej-th_time slot of Okis exactly the 2j-th
and (2j+l)-th time slots of U'++' (recall that we count j starting
from 0). Thus, what is broadcast in
must be concurrently
broadcast in

+

ok+l.

0-7803-5880-5/00/$10.00
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ok

relationshipcan be found for the video content broadcast in time
interval [ t 3 , t 4 ] . On the contrary, such a containment relationship
does not exist in the example shown in Fig. 4(a). For instance,
segment Si of? is broadcast in time intervalJtb,ts], but the
same content is neither broadcast on f3nor on T4.
The following corollary can be easily extended from the previous corollary.
Comllary 2: For any two integers p and q, p > q 2 a,at any
point of time t, the relation holds

PIm,W),..
. ,U,"-,(t>} c tUo"(t>,U;(t),.*

*JJ;-l(a.

C. Seamless Channel Transition

In this section, we assume that video V is currently supported
by k channels. We will show how to seamlessly change the
number of channels from k to k' (both k and k' 2 a).We call
this a channel transition. Let Ak = k' - k. If Ak > 0, this
is called a positive channel transition (PCT).If Ak < 0, this is
called a negative channel transition (NCT).
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an infinite video stream l?,becau? Cor_ollary 1 guarantees that
The fundamental of P q is Corollary 2. Suppose that the Q ( t )must be unique. An example U4eU3is shown in Fig, 6(a).
In fact, what we need is a special case of the above definition,
server is currently using U
' to broadcast V. corollary 2 states
a$
shown below.
that at any time t, the server can stop using U kand transit to
DeBnition 4: Let t be the beginning of any time slot in Ok.
to broadcast V. A client currently in the system will not
miss any content that it expects to receive in the future after the Given any k,define the video sueam
transition. However, in reality, the tran_ition time can be chosen
ok+l et o k
at the beginning of any time slot of Uk', since this is the only
point new-coming clients can enter under the configuration
= { U ~ + 1 ( t , t ) , U ~ + ' ( t l t + r 5 ) , U ~ + ' ( t , t + 3...,
r 5 ) , (8)
We summarize the server's PCT rules as follows:
U;+l(t,t ( 2 k - 1)d)) e O k ,
I) Let the current time be t. Determine the transition time
point t' to be the beginning of the nearest coming time slot in
where r5 = D'/2k+' is the length of a time slot in fi'+.
Ok' .
In this definition, we restrict each channel in
to some
2 ) Starting from time t', use the new channel set to broadcast
time interval. The intuition is as_follows._Supposethat the video
Ok' .
On the client side, it should be notified of this transition. For is underwent a transition from Uk+' to U k at time t. Consider
an existing client who starte.before time t', it should change its those clients who just started their service one slot before t (i.e.,
receiving rule to that for f i k . For a new client Foming at or after at time t - 6).Recall that these clients has to receive 2d segments
from U:+' for each d = O..k. Thus, after the transition, these
t', it directly follows the receiving rule for U k .
One thing unspecified is how video data should be buffered clients still miss 2d - 1segments in U!+', i.e., the video content
by existing clients after the transition. There are several possi- in U:+' (t, t (2d - 1)s)(a special case is d = 0, which gives
bilities. The first and simplest_w,ayis to use two sets of buffers, an empty stream U:+' (t,t); however, we still keep it in Eq.(8)
one for Ok and the other for U k. The client keeps on consum- for clarity). Fig. 6(b) shows an example, which is obtained from
ing V from the former buffer, while at the same time storing Fig. 6(a) by restricting some channel contents to some time inthe data currently being broadcast on the latter buffer. When- tervals. Note that some parts of the resulting video stream may
ever any data segment is missing in the former buffer, it can be contain no video signal because the set difference result is an
found either from the latter buffer or from one of the channels, empty set (denoted by 0).
The second way is from the observation that using two sets of
Since O k f l et Okindicates the missing video contents for
buffers is waste of space. In fact, if for any time t, the video-con- those "la$t-minute" clients started before the transition time t,
tent V ( t )is mapped to the same buffer address no matter U k or if these contents are not made up to these clients, disruption
is used, one set of buffers will be sufficient. The reason is will be experienced by them. Fortunately, since this transition
that there will be no conflict in buffer usage.
means that one channel is to be returned back to the system, we
The third way is more computation-intensive,but can avoid a can use this channel to broadcast the missing content before it
client buffering the same video content multiple times. Recall is returned to the system. For efficiency reason, this channel
that on the old channel U j , d = O..k - 1, a client should re- should be returned as soon as possible. The following definition
ceive 2d segments. After the transition, the client can compute can further help to expedite this process.
the segments that it expects to receive from U; and translate
Definition 5: Given Ok+'et Ok, define PACK(ok+l et
(by Lemma 1). Then it only
to be the video stream obtained from the former by removthem to those segments under
downloads these missing segments. Corollary 2 guarantees that ing all its empty contents (Le., 8) and sequentially shifting the
this will succeed. For instance. in Fig. 5(aj and (b), we show remaining non-empty contents to the time points as early as postwo possible transitions from Ua to U 3 , The gray segmen$ are sible after time t.
what a client should download before s d afte. the transition.
For instance, Fig, 6(c) shows the result after packing the video
Two more examples of transitions from U 2to U4 are shown in stream in Fig. 6(b) up to time t. Intuitively, we uy to broadcast
Fig. 5(c) and (d).
the make-up video a5 early as possible. After all meaningful
video data (# 0) is broadcast, the channel can be released.
C.2 NCT
to Ok',
Now consider the NCT problem to transit from
Definition 3: Given any k,define
8Ok to be an infinite k > k'. The server should perform the following steps.
video stream !
I
!
such that at any time t (operator \ means set
1) Let the current time be t. Determine the transition time
diference.),
point t' to be the beginning of the nearest coming time slot in

(2.1 PCT

ok'

ok'.

+

elk+'

+

ck'

ok)

ok'

ok

ok+'

Q ( t ) = {V,k+'(t),U:+l(t),...,u;+'(t)}\

P

I

.

ok

S e n g from t', stop broadcasting
but instead broad(7)
casting ~ k ' .
{u;(t)lw),...,GL(t)).
The operator e identifies the video content that is broadcasl 3) Utilize the k - k' yet-to-be-retumedchannels, each broadon ok+lbut not on
at any instance. The result must be casting PACK(oi er p-'),i = k,. .. ,k' +- 1. After thecon2)

ok
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1
1

I

I

I

1

c

Fig. 5. How a client finding missing segments after PCT transitions: (a)-@) two possible transitions from 0' to
U4.?he arrows indicate where the transitions hapen.

fi3; (c)-(d)

two possible transitionst3om 0' to

tent in P A C K ( p et#fi-l) is broadcast, the corresponding ki be the number of channels assigned to Vi, i = 1.m. Then its
slot time will be 8: (as formulated in Eq. (2)). So the goal is to
channel can be returned back to the system.
to
a;t time-t, the minimize
For instance, to tran$t from
server should broadcast U 2as well as PACK(U4et U3)and
m
8:
PACK(03 et#02).
The latter two channels can be released
*
5
after their contents are sent out. An example is illustrated in
i=l
Fig. 7.
Finally, we comment that our approach does not have the
(9)
deadlock problem mentioned in Section II. The reason is that we
do not need extra channels in addition to those currently used by
XjDi
- 2"
the video to perform NCT.So it is guaranteedthat some chan2(2" - 1) i=l -5nels will be released in finite time. After we obtain some free
channels, PCT then can be performed.
ki = K and ki 2 a.
subject to
Minimizing Eq.(9)is a non-linear integer programmingprobIv. CHANNEL ALLOCATION
FOR THE FB SCHEME
lem. Below, we propose a greedy approach to this problem.
Given K channels, in this section we consider how to First, each video should be given a channels. Then, we proceed
assign these channels to m popular videos VI,V2,. . .,Vm as follows: for each of the remaining unassigned channels, we
each of lengths D1,Dz,
...,D , and with request arrival rates can calculate the reduction of overall waiting time if this chanXI, XZ, ...,Am,respectively. The goal is to minimize the Eq.(1) nel is assigned to vi fori = 1.m. Then the channel is assigned
in Section 11. However, since some dummy data is padded to to the video which leads to the most reduction. The process is
each video, the goal should be slightly changed as follows. Let repeated until all channels are assigned.

o4 o2

CXi
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Time

0

O

Time

t

s: I

from a

+ 1channels to a + 2 channels, etc.:
XiDi XiDi XiDi

:2n+l'2u+a'2"+9>-zD2 A2D2 A2D2
vz:-A204-1
'204-2 ' 2a+3 ' ' '
vl

s: s:

a

...
A
mDm
vm:-,-20+1

s:, s:, s: s: s: s:

204-2

2a+3

''"

MinimizingE!q. (9) is equivalent to maximizing the total amount
of reduction. So the problem becomes choosing K - mcr numbers from the above sequences, each from the beginning, such
that their total is maximal. Since each sequence is descending,
it is easy to see that the above proposed greedy approach will
0
achieve this goal.

PACK(OW2)

PACK (04e03)
fig. 7. An example of NCl' transiting from

AmDm AmDm

o4IO 3'.

Theorem 2: The above greedj approach guaranteesEq.(9) to
be minimal.

The video server should estimate the current request arrival
rates of all videos from time to time. Then it should determine
a best channel assignment under the current state based on the
above greedy method. If changes have to be made, the PCT
and NCT can be called. Alternatively, the system manager can
manually involve in the assignment (such as increase the (I for
some particular videos, favor one video over another, etc.).

V. CONCLUSIONS

The video broadcasting service is already popular in CATV
Prooft For each Vi, with a channels, it incurs waiting time
of Ailli/2a. Now we list for each 6 the amount of waiting systems. Asynchronous video service is likely to grow quickly
time that can be reduced from a channels to a 1channeIs, when the network infrastructure is ready. In this paper, we

+
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have identified an important problem in existing broadcasting
schemes - they all assumed that a fixed number of channekhandwidth will be assigned to a video throughout the broadcasting. If the level of demand on the video changes, either disruption will be experienced by existing clients or extra channels
are needed to concurrently serve both existing and new clients
during the transition. More seriously, in the latter case, deadlock may even occur, making transition impossible. We have
taken the first step and shown how to modify the Fast Broadcasting (FB) scheme to achieve a seamless transition without
causing the above problems. We have ako looked at this problem from the management level by formulating the channel allocation problem when multiple popular videos are considered.
A greedy scheme that can lead to the minimal average viewers'
waiting time is given.
Implementations of the proposed schemes are underway at
the National Central University. We are also looking at other
existing broadcasting schemes regarding the channel transition
problem.
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